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     As a Featherweight collector, I look for originality, uniqueness, and overall appeal. The next question I 
ask is does this machine fill a need in my collection? Will it tell a story or become part of another story? 
Condition plays a very small part in my decision to buy - originality & uniqueness are paramount. 
 
     In putting our Featherweight collection together we decided early that our focus would be the unusual 
or out of the ordinary machines that help form the full Featherweight story. Our goal from the beginning 
has been to share a complete representative sampling of Singer Featherweights; exhibiting changes and 
the variety made throughout its production years, those having unique badges, unique characteristics, or a 
special story that sets them apart from the more than 2.1 million made! 
 
     To maintain a sense of organization we try to display our Featherweights in a semi-chronological 
order. Within that order we’ve developed subgroups that we display together to tell a particular story in 
time ex: Pre-Featherweights (the Standard - Sewhandy machines); Early Featherweights; Pre-War 221s; 
Error/Unlisted 221s; Foreign 221s, Competitor’s machines, etc.  
  
     One subgroup World’s Fair-Exposition-Exhibition machines are identified by their “Special Badge” 
setting them apart in a group by themselves.The subject of this article is our Beyond the Badge subgroup 
that is identified by Special Decals. These decals are somewhat out of chronological order but do cover 
machines from 1934 thru the final Featherweights! A very unique group. 
 
     Our first in this subgroup is AH205668  M.R. “Century of Sewing Service 1851-1951” Featherweight. 
It is unique in two respects. Not only does it have an early birthdate August 17th, 1947 for a Centennial 
badged machine, it has an M.R. decal below the badge and another on the rear of the horizontal arm. 
Research showed this 221 was made in the US, sent to Canada for assembly, decals, and fitted with a 
motor and designated for the Latin market as indicated by the M.R. (Marcus Registrar or Latin Patent 
Trademark decal.) It was a must for our new subgroup!  
 
     The next machine added to the subgroup was a second Latin 221 but in this case, a much earlier 
machine AD791741 from the 3rd production run November 24, 1934 and with the earlier Latin 
Trademark designation decal, M.Ind.Rgtrda – 15772 de Nov. 20. 1918 arranged in a semi-circle below 
the badge. Definitely a member of Beyond the Badge fraternity. 
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     Third, we added AF382502 with a birthdate of December 5th, 1939.This beautiful machine has the 
unique and rare Top of the Arm Singer decal found on some late 1939 assembled Featherweights. Why 
was the decal put on top of the arm? Anybody’s guess! Mine is that it was likely placed in error by a new 
production line worker struggling with directions. “Put it on top” they were told. The boss must have 
meant on the top of the machine arm, certainly not on the lamp shade? Whatever, it’s now a infamous 
member of our Beyond the Badge subgroup. 
 

 
     The fourth Featherweight added to the group came from Montreal, Canada via Rouen, France. The 
French owner transferred from the University of Rouen to the University of Montreal and  certainly 
brought their Featherweight along! This machine like our “M.R.” Centennial above, filled two niches in 
our collection 1) it was a French Centennial and 2) it had the Fabrique en Grande Bretagne, translation 
(Made in Great Britain) decal on the rear of the horizontal arm! Bingo! The beginnings of a 3rd sub-group 
i.e. Centennials from around the World and a very welcome addition to the Beyond the Badge subgroup. 
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     Pictured in Nancy Srebo-Johnson’s book, “The Perfect Portable - the 221 Featherweight” was a special 
decal, “Made in the U.S.A” placed under the badge. Using clues from her writings and knowing it was 
only available on 221’s made in early-mid 1941, that’s where my search began. I’d been looking at online 
ads for years and had never noticed any with that decal or more likely, I’d never paid attention but now 
with renewed interest they started showing up. Before our first one arrived, I’d found a second! A set of 
Irish twins! We have both! AF882493 born April 1st, 1941 and AG012995 born July 1st, 1941. Our 
group has grown to include a 5th & 6th! 

 
 
     A few years passed and a slightly unusual find produced our 7th addition. I was visiting my sister in 
Wisconsin (she’s a Professor Emeritus - Special Education in Oshkosh.) While there we took a side-trip 
to visit Milwaukee-Racine and happened upon a Goodwill store (always a personal magnet). There on a 
shelf along the back wall I spotted a Featherweight case! 
 
     My initial look identified a slightly tarnished late 40’s machine with an Egyptian Scroll faceplate and a  
“Yellow/ Gold-font” Bakelite motor with the continental European voltage 210-230 volt - (a fit for a 
potential 4th sub-group?) The serial number EF162136 born May 23, 1949 really peaked my curiosity: a 
’49 Scottish-made 221K with a motor not configured with the standard British voltage? 
 
    When looking at British machines I look for the location of the lamp switch i.e., is it on the lamp of the 
Scottish 221K4s or on the bed that generally signify a machine made for export. No switch was found on 
the lamp. I looked to the bed and there it was but immediately next to it was the real find, a somewhat 
faded decal reading,  
                                                  NED. OCTROOIEN NRN 30577 EN 3109  
 
     The Patent Trademark decal used for machinery and appliances to be sold in the Netherlands! Our 5th 
member found its home from across the seas to Wisconsin and finally into the Beyond the Badge sub-
group. “Dutch” would take its very well-traveled special place in Wyoming! 
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     The 8th, 9th, 10th & 11th additions decals had been overlooked as a fit for the subgroup for years but 
now took on a special meaning and would soon be featured in the Beyond the Badge subgroup and 
became must-haves in our home. The Made in Britain decal can be found in three locations (other than 
on the motor) and on four very very different Featherweights. Our 221K4 -EH372732 and “Miles” our 
222K - EN134670 have the decal placed on the inside front of the vertical arm. Our Beige 221K5 
ES882589 to the right side of the electrical plugin connector and finally our White/ Lt Turquoise 
EV941937 placed to the left side of the wiring connection.  
 
 


